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Abstract—Advancement of techniques for 3D reconstruction of the optic disc could lead to affordable objective detection of glaucoma. Applying computer stereo vision techniques to image pairs is particularly promising. More data, along with the stereo camera calibration parameters and ground truths required for validation, could aid development. This work presents a method to generate, using a virtual environment, synthetic stereo images of optic discs from images in the CORD database and obtain the corresponding stereo camera calibration parameters and ground truths. Our own reconstruction technique was tested using data created using this environment and quantitatively validated.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vision loss attributed to glaucoma is the second leading cause of blindness worldwide [1]. Early detection relies mainly on identifying structural change of the optic disc, as it often precedes detectable vision loss. In practice, clinicians most often identify such change by subjectively examining stereoscopic optic disc images [2]. 3D imaging devices which can make an objective assessment, based on acquired 3D images, with higher diagnostic accuracy than general ophthalmologists [3], are prohibitively expensive for community/primary care services. A number of researchers have therefore been working on a potentially more cost-effective solution: 3D stereo reconstruction of the optic disc from stereo images [4]. The amount of data publicly available to develop reconstruction techniques, however, is scarce. Moreover, to our knowledge, no dataset contains stereo optic disc images together with the stereo camera calibration parameters and ground truths required for solid validation. Thus, this work presents a method to generate synthetic stereo images of optic discs using a virtual environment, where the corresponding stereo camera calibration parameters and ground truths are determinable. Our own reconstruction technique was tested using data created using this environment and quantitatively validated.

II. METHODS

Synthetic optic disc stereo images (Fig.1) were generated by texture mapping a glaucomatous optic disc like 3D model (Fig.1) with a fundus image (cropped such that only the disc region remained) from the CORD dataset [5] (Fig.1) in the CAD software Rhinoceros 6 (McNeel Europe, Barcelona, Spain) and capturing images from viewpoint (or virtual camera) positions which were separated by a small distance. To obtain the calibration parameters of the virtual stereo camera, the Camera Calibration Toolbox for MATLAB® [6] was utilized on 36 stereo image pairs of a flat checkerboard held in various random orientations and positions in the field of view of both virtual cameras, constructed in Rhinoceros 6 by texturing a flat rectangular surface with a checkerboard pattern. Our own reconstruction technique was tested using this virtual environment and the rms error against the corresponding ground truth was determined.

III. RESULTS

Example synthetic stereo images are provided (Fig.1). The textured 3D reconstruction obtained using our technique in the virtual environment is provided (Fig.1) and the rms error against its ground truth was successfully determined.

IV. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

The method, using the virtual environment, can be used to aid development of various computer stereo vision techniques for 3D reconstruction of the optic disc, potentially leading to more rapid development of a low-cost objective glaucoma detection solution.
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